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SOCIETY

INDECOMPOSABLE CONTINUA IN STONE-CECH
COMPACTIFICATIONS
DAVID P. BELLAMY AND LEONARD R. RUBIN
Abstract.
We show that if y is a continuum irreducible from
a to b, which is connected im Kleinen and first countable at b, and if
X=Y—{b}, then ßX—X is an indecomposable continuum. Examples are given showing that both first countability and connectedness im Kleinen are needed here. We also show that ß[0, 1) —[0, 1)
has a strong near-homogeneity property.

1. Introduction.

In [2] and [3] it is shown that if X=[0, 1) then ßX—X

is an indecomposable continuum; here ßX is the Stone-Cech compactificationof X. In [7], Dickman showed that among locally connected spaces,
[0, 1) is essentially the only such space. In this paper we exhibit other types
of spaces X with this property. We shall also show that for X= [0, 1),
ßX— Xis stably almost homogeneous, a concept to be defined below.

The set function 7"has been studied and applied in [1], [5], [6], [8], [9],
[11], and [14]. We follow these papers in writing T(p) for T({p}). This set
function will be used in the argument at one point and familiarity with it is
assumed. Familiarity with [10], [12], [13], and [15] is also assumed. If we

write X=AvBsep,

then we mean that Cl(A)C\B=0

while neither A nor B is empty. By/: A^F,

we mean/is

and ^nCl(7i)=0
a homeomorphism

of X onto F.
2. Indecomposable

continua in ßX.

Lemma 1. There is a covariant functor ß on the category of Tychonoff
spaces and continuous maps such that for any Tychonoff space X, ßX is the

Stone-Cech compactification of X and iff: X~* Y then ßf: ßX^-ß Y is the
unique extension of f induced by f treated as a map from X to ßY.

Notation.

If A' is a Tychonoff space, let yX=ßX— X. Iff is a con-

tinuous map from X to F, let yf denote ßf\yX.
Definition.
Let F be a compact Hausdorff continuum irreducible
from a to b such that F is both connected im Kleinen and first countable
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at b. Let A= Y—{b}. Then we call the topological pair ( Y, X) a wave from

a to b.
By stringing together indecomposable continua, a wave (y, A) can be
constructed such that Y is not connected im Kleinen at any point of A.
Lemma 2. If Y is a compact Hausdorff continuum irreducible from a to
b and x e Y, Tix) either separates a from b, contains a, or contains b. In
case Tix) separates a from b, Y—Tix) has exactly two components, A and
B, where a e A and b e B, and both Tix) U/l and Tix) \JB are proper subcontinua of Y containing a and b respectively.

Remark on proof.
This lemma can be established using standard
techniques and Theorem 1.10 of [14], since each x e y different from a and
b weakly separates a from b.
Lemma 3. If Y is a compact Hausdorff continuum irreducible from a to b
and W<^ Y is a continuum with b e Int W, then W— {b} is connected.

Proof.
If ÏV-{b} = M0VN0 sep, let M=M0\J{b}; A=A0U{6}. Then
b lies in the boundary of M and A and, by Theorem 6 of [15, p. 194], each
of M and Ais nowhere dense, so that MuA=H/is
contradiction.

nowhere dense also, a

Lemma 4. If i Y, X) is a wave from a tob, andZ is a Hausdorff compactification of X, then Z—X is a Hausdorff continuum.

Proof.
Since Y is connected im Kleinen and first countable at b,
there exists a denumerable collection of continua {AJ^ such that for each

/', b e Int(A,) and A!+1£ AT and D<=i #<"{*}• It is readily seen that
00

Z - X = C\ziNi - {b}) - N<- f] Clz(A/t-- {b}).
f=i

Then, since each A,-—{A}is connected by Lemma 3, Z—X is an intersection of a monotone collection of continua.
Lemma 5. Let X be a compact Hausdorff space, b e X, {b} a component
ofX, and suppose X is first countable at b and (¿>¿)¿liis a sequence in X— {b}
converging to b. Then there exist two closed subsets A and B of X such that

A VJB=X, A C\B={b], and each of A and B contains infinitely many ithat
is, a subsequence) of the b/s.
Proof.
It is readily seen that there exists a neighborhood basis
{A,}3"! at b consisting of closed and open sets such that A)+1e A3 for each
y and NX=X; by passing to a subset if necessary, we may suppose that each
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Nj—Nj+1 contains at least one of the b/s. Then set
OO

^ = {^U

00

(#2,-1 -

N2i),

B = {b}\J\J

3= 1 ■

iN2j - N2Í+1).
3=1

Then A and B have the desired properties.
Lemma 6. If iY, X) is a wave from a to b and W is a nondegenerate
subcontinuum of Y containing b, then b e Int W.

Proof.
Suppose not. Then let p eW, p^b. Since b $ T(p), by connectedness im Kleinen at b, it follows that either a e T(p) or Y—T(p) =
A U7? sep, where ae A and be B. If a e Tip), T(p)VJW is a proper subcontinuum of F containing both a and b; if a £ T(p), AVJT(p)VJW is such
a continuum, and in either case we have a contradiction.
Corollary

1. If iY, X) is a wave from a to b and M is a closed subset

of Y with b e M but b $ Int M, {b} is a component of M.
Lemma 7.

7/ F is a compact Hausdorff space first countable at a point b,

then Y—{b} is normal.
Proof.
Let {Ok}k=1be a countable basis of open neighborhoods at b.
Then F— {b}= \Jk*L1iY—Ok), so that Y—{b}is sigma compact and hence
Lindelof. Then Y—{b} is paracompact [10, p. 174, 6.5] and hence normal

[10, p. 163, 2.2].
Theorem
continuum.

1. 7/(F, X) is a wave from a tob, then yX is an indecomposable

Proof.
By Lemma 4, yX is a continuum. Suppose F is a proper subcontinuum of yX which contains an interior point q with respect to yX.

Let p e y(X)-F. Let U and V be open sets in ßX with Cl([/)nCl(K) =
Cl([/)O(yA"-IntF) = Cl(F)nF=0
while peV and qeU. This is
possible by regularity.
Then XC\ V and Xr\ (J are open subsets of X and hence of F since X is
open in F. Let (e¿)£i be a sequence of points in UnX converging in F to
b. This is possible since b e ClF(i/OAr) and F is first countable at b.
Then {b} is a component of Y—iVnX), by Corollary 1, and (6,.) is a
sequence in (F— V) —{b} converging to b. By Lemma 6 there are two
closed sets A0 and B0 such that A0\jB(j= Y—V, A0nB0={b}, and each of
A0 and 7?0contains a subsequence of the bt'&. Let A=A0C\X, B=B0C\X.
Then A and B are disjoint closed subsets of X, and since X is normal, disjoint closed sets lie in disjoint zero sets, and by Theorem 6.5 III of [12],
ClßxiA)r\ClßxiB)=0
■ Now since each of A and B contains infinitely
many of the 6/s, it follows that each of ClßXiA) and Cl^A-(7i) contains
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points of ClßXiU)C\yX, and hence points of F. Thus, since if x e yX—
ClßXiAVB), it follows that x e ClßXiV) and hence x $F, we have F=

iFr\ClßXiA))UiFr\ClßXiB))
Corollary

sep, so that Fis no continuum.

2 ([2] and [3]). Let A=[0, 1). Then yX is an indecom-

posable continuum.

Example 1. Let L denote the long line, consisting of wx x [0, 1) with
the lexicographic order, where mx is the first uncountable ordinal; we take
the order topology on L. Then consider Lx[0, 1] with the product

topology. Let
X = {((«.,t), s) e L x [0, l]:i = 0 or t = s}.
Let Y=XKj{b} be the one-point compactification
of X. Then Y is
irreducible from ((0, 0), 1) to b and is connected im Kleinen at b. ( Y, X)
fails to be a wave from a to b because y is not first countable at b.
Standard techniques applied to continuous functions from wx to [0, 1]
yield the result that yX^¿[0, 1] in this case. Thus, first countability cannot
be dispensed with in the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Connectedness im
Kleinen also cannot be removed from the hypothesis of Theorem 1 ; the
usual topologist's sin l/x curve, with b taken from the limitare, yields a
decomposable continuum as yX.
Lemma 8.

IfX is a Tychonoff space and Z is any compactification

of X

with inclusion map i:X-+Z, then y¡iyX)=Z—¡iX).
Remark on proof.

This is a special case of Theorem 6.12 of [12,

p. 92].
Lemma 9.

If X and

Y are Tychonoff spaces and /: X^ Y, then yf:

yX^y Y.
Proof.
By Lemma 8, yf'yX)=y
Y and since ß is a functor it follows
that ßf is a homeomorphism since it has inverse /?(/_1). Then yf is a
homeomorphism since it is a restriction of one.
Lemma 10. Let X be a normal Hausdorff space and A a closed subset of
X such that X—A contains a closed but not compact subset of X. Then
yX— ClßXiA) is a nonempty, open subset ofyX.
Lemma 11. Suppose X is a Tychonoff space andf:X^¿X
is the identity
inside some closed subset V of X. Then yf.yX^yX
is the identity inside

yXOClßXiV).
Definition.
We say a topological space A is almost homogeneous if
for any p,q e X, and any neighborhood Uofq there is a homeomorphism
h.X^X such that hip) e U. If, in addition, we may choose « to be the
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identity on some nonempty
homogeneous.

open subset of X, we say X is stably almost

Theorem 2. Let A"=[0, 1); then yX is a stably almost homogeneous
indecomposable continuum.

Proof.
Throughout this proof, Cl denotes Q^y- Let x, y e yX and
let V0 be any open set in yX containing y. Then V0= V1C\yX for some V1
open in ßX. Then there exists a V2open in ßX such that y e V2Ç C1F2S V1
and x ^ C1F2 unless x=y, in which case there is nothing to prove. Let U0
be open in ßX with x e U0 and Clt/0nClF2= 0. Now let U= U0nX and
V= V2C\X. We shall assume, with no loss of generality, that 0<inf t/<

inf V.
Now, define four sequences (/>„>£!,, (qn)ñ=i, (Oui.
and (sn)%Li as
follows: p1 = inf U. Whenever pi has been defined, set q — sxxpOe 13:
[p¿, t]riV=0}.
When qt has been defined, set r2= inf{/ e V:t>q^. When
r¡ has been defined, set í¿ = sup{/ e V: [/-¿,t]nU=0}.
When í¿ has been
defined, set/?¿+1= inf{? e U:t>si}. This completes the recursive definition
of the four sequences. They have the following properties: pj<.q{Ki'i<.si<.
pi+1 for each /'; the limit in [0, 1] of each sequence is 1, Í/S (JS=i [Pn Qi\>
and F£Uî=i ['"<>**]•We now choose two more sequences (Xj)£.i and
(ji)£i so that, for each /, (•¿<xí<jí<í,
and the closed interval [x¿, y¡] is a
subset of V. Finally we choose two more sequences {at)f=1 and (b^f^ such
that a1=0; 0<ib1<pl, and for />1 we choose Si<ai+l<bi+1<pi+1.
Now

define h:X=<X as follows: For each /',
(1) « is the identity on [a¿, b¡],
(2) h maps the interval [¿¿,/J,] linearly onto [bit xt],
(3) « maps [/?,-,^¿] linearly onto [x,,_y¿],
(4) « maps [qt, ai+1] linearly onto [7,, ai+1].

Then h(U)^V, and hence /S«(Cl(t/))çCl(F),
and since xeCl(i/),
^«WeCK^çCKF^çFj,
and ßh(x)=yhix) e V0 as desired. Furthermore, yh is the identity inside the set yATiCldJ^L, [at, ¿>¿]),which contains a nonvoid open subset of yX by Lemma 10, setting the closed set

US=i [bi, ai+i\ equal to A in the lemma.
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